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Abstract 
In the knowledge engineering, the fuzzy conceptual graphs and the production rule are two important 
knowledge representation methods. Because the confidence information can’t be represented in the fuzzy 
conceptual graphs and the fuzzy knowledge can’t be represented in the production rules, the ability of 
their knowledge representation is grievous insufficiency. In this paper, the extended production rule 
which is a new knowledge representation method has been presented. In the extended production rule, 
the antecedent and consequent of a rule are represented by fuzzy conceptual graphs, and the sustaining 
relation between antecedent and consequent is the confidence. The rule combines the fuzzy knowledge 
with the confidence effectually. It not only retains the semantic plentifulness of facts and proposition, but 
also makes the reasoning results more effectively. According to the extended production rule, the 
uncertain reasoning algorithm based on fuzzy conceptual graphs is designed. By the experiment test and 
analysis, the reasoning effects of the extended production rule are more in reason. The researching results 
are applied in the designed of uncertain inference engine in fuzzy expert system.
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1. Introduction
 Fuzzy conceptual graph (FCG for short) is a new method of knowledge representation based on 
conceptual graphs. It was mainly used to study the representation and reasoning of fuzzy uncertainty 
knowledge. FCG has many important properties, such as the simpleness, intuitionistic representation, 
semantic abundance, moreover and, it can be used to represented fuzzy uncertainty knowledge [1]. 
Because the production rule can’t deal with semantic knowledge and FCG can’t deal with confidence 
knowledge, the extended production rule (EPR for short) which the antecedent and consequent of a rule 
are represented by FCG is presented in this paper. It combined the uncertain reasoning based on the 
production rule confidence with FCG. In this method, the ambiguity is introduced in the confidence 
calculating and matching reasoning of FCG. According to this method, the algorithm of the uncertainty 
reasoning based on FCG is designed in EPR. This algorithm can process the confidence reasoning based 
on FCG and has been applied in the fuzzy medical expert system [2]. 
2. Problems of Traditional Uncertain Reasoning 
 According to the calculating method of uncertain measurement, the uncertain reasoning can be 
divided into probability-based uncertain reasoning, uncertain reasoning based on confidence and fuzzy 
inference [3]. As uncertain reasoning based on certainty has been widely used in expert system, the 
uncertain reasoning based on certainty in EPR which antecedent and consequent of a rule are represented 
by FCG is studied in this section. 
2.1  Uncertain Reasoning Based on Confidence 
The uncertain reasoning based on confidence is an inference method introduced by E.H. Shortliffe. Its 
basis is the uncertain theory. It provides a simple and effective way for experts to formulate the 
confidence according to professional knowledge and practical experiences, and has been used in MYCIN 
successfully. In the uncertain reasoning based on confidence, the concept in the knowledge is accurate, 
and reasoning results is also accurate. It hasn’t proved any fuzziness of concepts and reasoning result. For 
example, the production rule based on the confidence is 
IF         Somebody is young 
THEN  His hair is black(CF=0.8) 
Where, young and black are fuzzy concepts. There isn’t any measure standard for concept young and 
black. It can’t reflect the ambiguity between similar concepts. In fact, most concepts in our life are fuzzy. 
Obviously, the application of this kind of knowledge representation method has certainly limitation.
2.2  FCG Reasoning 
FCG has been considered as an ideal method to represent fuzzy uncertain knowledge because it can 
represent fuzzy knowledge and the representation method is approached to natural language. How to 
reason by FCG had been studied by many scholars. Monton and Vilvas Wuwongs are two famous 
scholars. They had focused on the representation and matching between fuzzy concepts and fuzzy 
relations. By the projection matching reasoning and connection matching reasoning of FCG, the fuzzy 
inference can be achieved. 
In existing inference engine, the mainly research focuses on projection and connection matching of 
the conceptual graphs. In the processing of uncertain reasoning, especially uncertain reasoning based on 
confidence reasoning, the confidence information can’t be transmitted in these match. For example, 
IF         The animal is bird 
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THEN  The animal can fly(CF=0.6) 
Where, the rule and facts are be represented by FCG. If the fact is sparrow is a kind of bird, the result of 
projection matching inference is sparrow can fly. The confidence in the inference result can’t be shown 
as it is not represented in the conceptual graphs. 
Overall, EPR based on FCG is presented by combining the FCG with production rule. In EPR, it can 
represent not only immediacy of fact and proposition, but also uncertain reasoning   convenience based 
on confidence. 
3. Formal Definition of EPR 
According to analysis on section 2, EPR is a best method in knowledge representation of fuzzy 
expert system [2]. It can represent the semantic knowledge and fuzzy uncertain knowledge, and improve 
the reasoning creditability. In EPR, the facts, conditions and conclusion of rule are all FCG. In order to 
achieve uncertain reasoning, some important parameters are introduced in EPR. These parameters include 
the confidence CF of fact, support w of condition to conclusion, the confidence CF(h) of rule and 
threshold Ȝ for the rule application. EPR based on FCG can be formally defined as [4] 
Rule ::= <No.> IF  <Premise>  THEN  <Conclusion >  Ȝ 
No.::= natural number  
Premise::=<Simple_condition>|<Complex_conditions > 
Simple_condition::=<Condition, w > 
Complex_conditions::={AND<Condition w>}n 0  
Conclusion::= <FCG, CF>{,<FCG>}n 0  
Condition::=<FCG>{OR<FCG>}n 0  
Where, wę[0,1],CFę[0,1],Ȝę[0,1], n is the repeat number. For example, following is an EPR about 
age, race and color of people. The rule is 
010 
IF  
([PERSON]Ч(AGE)Ш[YOUNG|1/(0,25)+0.7/(26,40)+0.3/(41,55)],0.6) 
AND  ([PERSON]Ч(RACE)Ш[ASIANS],0.4) 
THEN 
([HAIR]Ч(COLOR)Ш[BLACK],0.86), 0.7 
Where, the number 010 is a rule number in knowledge base. The confidence of rule is 0.86, and the 
threshold of rule is 0.7. In FCG, YOUNG is a fuzzy concept. 
4. Uncertain Reasoning of EPR 
In the uncertain reasoning of EPR, the relationship between conditions and conclusions is divided 
into one-to-one, many-to-one and one-to-many. In the uncertainty reasoning with weight, the support 
degree of the condition to conclusion is known. The condition without weight means the support of every 
condition are same, otherwise the weight of the condition reflects the importance of condition. In fuzzy 
expert system based on FCG, the facts, conditions and conclusions are represented with FCG, and the 
weight of condition is the property of FCG, rules, the confidence of rule is regarded as property of rule. 
In the many-to-one relationship, the general form of the ith rule is 
If  e1(w1)ġe2(w2)ġ…ġen(wn)  Then h (CF(h,e),Ȝi) 
Where ej is the jth condition, wję[0,1] (j=1,2,…,n) is the weight of ej, the summation of ej is 1; CF(h,e) is 
the confidence of rule. If CF(e)Ȝ, the rule is activated. In this paper, we discuss the reasoning of the 
many-to-one of the rule.  
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In uncertain reasoning based on FCG, the reasoning process includes the match of rule’s condition 
and its facts, the calculation of the condition’s confidence and calculation of conclusion’ confidence. 
4.1 Match Reasoning of EPR
In match reasoning, the inference engine finds a rule which hasn’t been used in rule database, and 
search FCG of a fact that can be matched with evidence of rule. If the fact and condition of rule match 
successfully, the inference engine calculates the confidence of conclusion, and puts the conclusion to the 
integrated database. If the rule has many conditions, it could be activated when every condition is 
matched. 
By the principles and methods of FCG, the inference engine will match the fact and the condition of 
EPR. Only if the fuzzy concepts and fuzzy relations of two FCG are compatible [5, 6], the two FCG can 
be matched. 
1) Matching of fuzzy concepts
For any fuzzy concept a=[type(a):referent(a)| A

] in fact and the compatible fuzzy concept 
b=[type(b):referent(b)| B

] in condition of rule, the reasoning result is a new fuzzy concept 
c=[type(c):referent(c)| C

], where A

=xęUcȝ A

(x)/x and B

=xęUcȝ B

(x)/x are fuzzy sets of a and b [7], 
The fuzzy set C

of c has three cases:ʳ
(1) If both domains of A

and B

are same and limited, C

= A

ŀ B

=xęUc(ȝ A

(x)ġȝ B

(x))/x, that is the 
membership of C

’ elements is the minimum of corresponding membership of A

’s and B

’s elements.ʳ
(2) If both domain of A

and B

are same and infinite, we get the same point from A

, B

and C

, and 
calculate the minimum membership of the two points, assign the minimum to the membership of 
C

’point. ʳ
(3)In A

and B

, If one of their domain is limited, the other is infinite, then we get a corresponding 
point from the infinite domain, get the membership and compute the minimum. 
2) Matching of fuzzy relations
For a fuzzy relation R1=(type(r1)| A
) and the compatible fuzzy relation R2=(type(r1)| B
), we can get 
a fuzzy relation R=(type(r)| C

), where A

=ręUrȝ A

(r)/r, B

=ręUrȝ B

(r)/r, C

= A

ŀ B

=ręUr(ȝ A

(r)ġ
ȝ B

(r))/r. In other word, the membership of element of C

 domain is the minimum of corresponding to 
element of A

and B

 domain. 
3) Matching of FCG
There are several matching methods of FCG, such as projection, connection, and compatible 
matching method. In these methods, the projection and connection matching are important reasoning 
methods. Before FCG matching, the projection and connection matching of FCG are defined firstly. 
Definition 1 Given two FCG u, v, the u connects v and FCG w is generated. The process of the 
connection can be divided into the following steps 
(1) Finding greatest common connections [5] from u and v. 
(2) Connecting the remaining of u and v to the greatest common connections.  
Definition 2 Given two FCG u, v, and u  vˈthen existing a map S:vĺu, Sv is called v’s projection on 
u.  
Definition 3 The projection operator has the following characteristics: 
(1) For any not fuzzy concept c in v, Sc is not fuzzy concept in Sv, and type(Sc)type(c). If c is 
discrete, then referent(c)=referent(Sc). 
(2) For any fuzzy concept c in v, Sc is fuzzy concept in Sv, Sc is sub-fuzzy-concept of c. 
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(3) For any fuzzy relation r in v, Sr is a relation in Sv, Sr is sub-fuzzy-relation of r. If the ith arc 
connects fuzzy concept c in v, then the ith arc of Sr must connects fuzzy concept c in Sv. 
 
4.2 Confidence of EPR
By introducing the confidence, the reasoning ability of MYCIN is most strong. Because of fuzzy of 
knowledge and concept, the effect of the traditional uncertain reasoning is not enough. EPR can raise the 
confidence availably. The confidence computing of EPR includes the confidence computing of condition 
and conclusion. 
1) Confidence of the Rule condition 
According to the membership of concept and relation nodes in FCG, the ambiguity of FCG can be 
calculated. The computing formula is 
ȝ=(ġm i=1ȝci) (ġ ġn j=1ȝrj)                            (1) 
Where, ȝci is the fuzzy degree of the concept node ci, ȝrj is the ambiguity of the relation node rj, m is the 
number of concept nodes, n is the number of relation nodes. Combining the confidence of fact, the 
confidence of condition ei matching with fact is 
CF(ei)ЈCF(ei)*ȝi                              (2) 
Where, the ȝi ambiguity of FCG matching condition ei can be computed in formula (1). For the rule that 
the relationship of condition and conclusion is one-to-one or one-to-many, the confidence of condition is 
CF(e)ЈCF(e)*ȝ                              (3) 
Where, CF(e) is the confidence of fact, ȝ is the ambiguity of matched FCG. If the relationship of 
condition and conclusion in rule is one-to-many, the conjunction confidence of these conditions is 
CF(e)=(1/wi)(wi*CF(ei))                  (4) 
Where, CF(ei) is the matched confidence of condition ei, wi is the weight of ei, CF(e) is the confidence of 
condition. 
2) Confidence of Rule conclusion
If the rule matched, and the confidence of the rule condition CF(e)Ȝ(Ȝ is the threshold), the 
confidence of conclusion is 
CF(h)= CF(e)*CF(h,e)                        (5) 
According to the relationship of condition and conclusion, CF(e) can be calculation though equation (3) 
or (4), CF(h,e) is the confidence of rule, CF(h) is the confidence of conclusion. 
By using equation (1) to (5), the confidence of FCG uncertain reasoning based on confidence can be 
calculated. Then inference engine saves the results into database and searches others again.ʳ
5. URFCG Algorithm Design and Analysis 
Let k be a rule number in EPR database, m be a fact number in comprehensive database, n be a 
condition number and p be a conclusion number of EPR, then Ȝ={Ȝi|i[1,k]ġiI},CF={CFi(h,e)|i[1,k]
ġiI}. We also let facts set be FFCG, antecedent set of EPR be AFCG, consequent set of EPR be 
CFCG, results set be RFCG, the confidence of results FCG be CFRFCG={CFRFCGi|i[1,p]ġiI}; the 
marked fact set is MFFCG, then the algorithm of Uncertain Reasoning based on FCG, referred to as 
URFCG can be described as 
Algorithm: URFCG 
Input:  FFCG 
Output: RFCG, CFRFCG  
Begin: 
(1) Open RuleBase 
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(2) While(FFCGiMFFCG) 
(3)   { Getting the first fact not marked FFCGi 
(4)     Search AFCGi matched with FFCGi in RuleBase 
(5)     Mark AFCGi, FFCGi and RFCGi 
(6)     While(ci not marked) 
(7)     {  Match compatible concepts; 
(8)         Computing referent(c) ; 
(9)        C

= A

ŀ B

=xęUc(ȝ A

(x)ġȝ B

(x))/x;}  
(10)     While(ri not marked) 
(11)       { Match compatible relationships; 
(12)          Compute referent(c) ; 
(13)         C

= A

ŀ B

=xęUc(ȝ A

(r)ġȝ B

(r))/r;} 
(14)      ȝi=(ġm j=1ȝcj)ġ(ġn k=1ȝrk);  
(15)     CF(ei)ЈCF(ei) uȝi;  
(16)     If(1:1or 1:n relation) 
(17)          CFi (e)ЈCFi (e) uȝi; 
(18)     If(n:1 relation)  
(19)         If(all of the proofs of rule has been marked) 
(20)             CFi (e)=(1/wj)(wjuCF(ej)); 
(21)     If(CFi(e)>= Ȝi) 
(22)         CF(h)= CF i (e) uCF i (h,e);}  
(23)    Close RuleBase; 
End
The input of URFCG is FFCG; the output is RFCG and its confidence. From step 7 to step 11, the 
algorithm completes matching fact FCG and condition FCG of rule. From 12 to 20, the algorithm 
calculates the confidence of matching result. 
Let x be an average of concept per FCG. Because relations in reality world are most binary relations, 
there are x-1 relations per FCG. In the worst case, the time cost of fact FCG matching is 
T=mxnx+m(x-1)n(x-1) 
Where, mxnx is the matching time of all of the concepts, m(x-1)n(x-1) is the matching time of all of the 
relations. In general, the number of rules is much greater than the facts, that is n>>m. The time 
complexity is approximately O(n). 
The storage space of URFCG is the storage space required of all nodes and the variable storage space. 
According to previous assumptions, the storage space of facts is m[x+(x-1)]=m(2x-1), the condition’s is 
n(2x-1), the conclusion’s of rule is p(2x-1). The number of    ed FCG when matching is m at most. In the 
worst case, the storage space of matching result FCG is m(2x-1). In the many-to-one relationship in rule, 
p=1. The total storage space of matching is 
S=m(2x-1)+n(2x-1)+(2x-1) +m(2x-1)+c 
Where, c is a constant. According to the relationship of m, n and x, the algorithm space complexity 
approximately O(n). 
     Overall, the time complexity and space complexity of the algorithm is a linear function about n. 
URFCG is a more ideal algorithm. 
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6. Uncertain reasoning case of EPR 
The animal identifing expert is a case of expert system. It shows some important principles and 
concepts in expert system. In this paper, the uncertain reasoning case of EPR is also explained by using 
animal identifing expert. The rule 020 in fuzzy expert system is 
020 
IF   Animal has hoofs (0.2) 
      And animal has long neck (0.3) 
      And animal has long legs (0.2) 
      And the animal's color is brown (0.1) 
      And animal’s body is heavy (0.2) 
THEN  Animal is a giraffe (0.95,0.8)  
Where, the value in condition is the weight, 0.95 in conclusion is the confidence of rule, 0.8 is the 
threshold of the rule. In the fact database, there are some facts 
Animal a has hoofs, CF(e1)=1 
Animal a has 3 meters long neck, CF(e2)=1 
Animal a’s leg length 2 m, CF(e3)=1 
Animal a’s color is brown CF(e4)=0.8 
Animal weight 900 kg, CF(e5)=0.7 
The question is What is the animal. According to definition of EPR, these rules and facts can be 
represented. The linear form of rule’s condition FCG areʳ
(1)[animal:*]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[hoof],w1 = 0.2 
(2)[animal:*]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[longneck|0.1/(0m,1m)+0.5/(1m,2.5m)+ 1/ (2.5m,5m)], w2=0.3 
(3)[animal:*]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[long legs|0.2/(0m,1.5m)+0.6/ (.5m, 2.5m)+1/(2.5m,4m)], w3=0.2 
(4)[animal:*]ĸ(COL)ĺ[brown], w4=0.1 
(5)[animal:*]ĸ(WET)ĺ[heavy|0.2/(0T,0.2t)+0.5/(0.2t, 0.7t)+1/(0.7t, 1.8t)], w5=0.2 
Where, the long measure meter is short for m, weight measure ton is short for t. The linear form of rule’s 
conclusion FCG is 
[Animal:*]ĸ(IS)ĺ[giraffe], CF(h,e)=0.95, Ȝ=0.8  
Where, CF(h, e) is the confidence of the rule, Ȝ is threshold. The FCG of facts are 
(1) [animal:a]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[hoof], CF(e1)=1, 
(2) [animal:a]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[long neck|3m],CF(e2)=1, 
(3) [animal:a]ĸ(HAV)ĺ[long legs|2m],CF(e3)=1, 
(4) [animal:a]ĸ(COL)ĺ[brown],CF(e4)=0.8, 
(5) [animal:a]ĸ(WET)ĺ[heavy|0.9t], CF(e5)=0.7. 
At first, the inference engine calculates the confidence of conditions with equation (2). The process is 
following 
CF(e1)=ȝ1CF(e1)=1u1=1 
CF(e2)=ȝ2CF(e2)=1u1=1 
CF(e3)=ȝ3CF(e3)=0.6u1=0.6 
CF(e4)=ȝ4CF(e4)=1u0.8=0.8 
CF(e5)=ȝ5 CF(e5)=1u0.7=0.7 
The confidence of the rule’s matched conditions is: 
CF(e)=(1/5 i=1wi)5 i=1wiuCF(ei)=0.84 
Due to CF(e)Ȝ, the rule can be adopted. The confidence of conclusion can be calculated by using 
equation (5). It is 
CF(h)= CF(e) uCF(h,e)=0.84u0.95=0.798 
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Finally, the reasoning result is the animal is a giraffe. And the confidence is 0.798.In order to show 
the advantage of URFCG, the confidence of URFCG is compared with URCF’s (uncertainty reasoning 
based on certainty factor) in table I. 
TABLE I Comparison of two uncertain reasoning
CF URFCG URCF Facts 
CF(e1) 1 1 1 
CF(e2) 1 1 1 
CF(e3) 0.6 1 0.7 
CF(e4) 0.8 0.8 0.8 
CF(e5) 0.7 0.7 0.7 
CF(e) 0.84 0.92 0.86 
CF(h,e) 0.95 0.95 0.95 
CF(h) 0.798 0.874 0.817 
In the table I, the reasoning result of URFCG is closer to reality fact.  
7. Conclusion
In the paper, the knowledge representation of EPR is presented. In the reasoning method, EPR mainly 
use uncertain reasoning based on the matching of FCG and the confidence. By introducing the 
confidence in FCG, the confidence of EPR has been improved. By experiments analyzing, EPR not only 
represents the semantic of natural language, but also increases the dependability of the inference engine. 
It has been successfully used in fuzzy expert system for medical diagnosis. 
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